
 

map your world 
 

a mappa mundi is a three-minute drama video that shows the 
changes you are making as the world changes 

mappa mundi connects your personal, environmental, social and 
economic change 

use drama, soap, comedy, horror, dance, animation, flash mob…  

the videos are stored online at the mappa mundi and connected 
to form an evolving map of a changing world 

you and mappa mundi 

what story do you have to tell? 

what about your friends, group, club or class?	   

film your community dealing with poverty ٭ animate your 
response to climate change ٭ choreograph your passion for 
transition ٭ make your family’s protest march the punchline 

upload a video and share your change with the world! 

participate 

Az Theatre invites individuals and groups from all over the world to make 
three-minute dramas that tell their own stories of change 

need help? 

Az Theatre will help you plan your three-minute video and provide you with 
experienced drama and video facilitators if you need them 

 



why do this? 

• use your creativity to map and encourage change 
• realise the power of sharing your change with the world 
• run a group activity that is fun and based on discovery 
• be a contributor to the creative commons  
• add your creation to a collective mosaic of images and stories 
• link up with other participants in a programme of live events 
 

what does it take? 

• 24 hours (over a few weeks) 
• very little money  
• space to work, a video camera, a laptop  
• basic performing, photography and video skills 

 

contact  

put your story on the map 

find out how to make 
a mappa mundi now: 
 
mappamundi@aztheatre.org.uk	  
www.aztheatre.org.uk	  
+44 207 263 9807 
 

our mappa mundi 

we are creating a changing map of a changing world ٭ put your 
story on the map ٭ make a drama out of change ٭ upload your 
three-minute drama video ٭ connect it to other stories 

create a mappa mundi 


